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If A is a ring (always with unity) and e E A is idempotent, the ring eAe 
(with unity element e) is called a corner of A. The center of A is denoted 
Z(A). The inclusion Z(eAe) 1 eZ(A) holds trivially for all A and e; we say 
that eAe is centered (in A) if Z(eAe) = eZ(A). We say that the ring A is 
compressible if every corner of A is centered. (The terminology is suggested 
by P. R. Halmos’ definition of the compression of an operator to a linear 
subspace.) The aim of this paper is to exhibit examples of rings that are 
compressible and some that are not. The results are somewhat scattered, but 
they touch upon several interesting classes of rings, and their proofs evoke 
interesting properties of the rings. 
We commence with some elementary remarks. Every ring isomorphic to a 
compressible ring is compressible. Every corner of a compressible ring is 
compressible. For every central idempotent u of a ring A, the direct 
summand UA of A is centered; therefore every abelian ring is compressible 
(“abelian” means that all idempotents of the ring are central [5, p. lo]). If A 
is a semiprime Baer ring, then Z(eAe) and eZ(A) have the same idempotents 
[5, p. 15, Theorem 13, part (c)l; this is in particular the case when A is a 
Baer *-ring [5, p. 311. (In a Baer *-ring, every idempotent is similar to a 
projection [5, p. 24, Exercise 41, therefore every central idempotent is a pro- 
jection.) 
EXAMPLE 1. There exists a Baer ring that is not compressible. 
Proof Let IH = m + Ri + RJ’ + IRk be the division ring of real 
quaternions and let 
B= 
be the ring of upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices over IH; B is a Baer ring [5, 
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p. 16, Exercise 21. Let C be the complex field and view R c C c IH in the 
natural way. Let 
be the subring of B consisting of those elements of B having a complex entry 
in the northwest corner. The idempotents of B are 0, 1 and the matrices 
with y E IH; these all belong to A, so A is also a Baer ring. The center of A 
consists of the matrices diag(r, r) with r E R. If e E A is the idempotent 
1 0 
e= 0 0 ( 1 
then the ring 
c 0 
eAe= o o 
( 1 
is commutative, and 
R 0 
eZ(A)= o o 9 
(  1 
thus Z(eAe) = eAe # eZ(A). Incidentally, A has the nilpotent ideal 
0 IH ( ) 0 0 
hence is not semiprime, let alone regular. 1 
Idempotents e, f in a ring A are said to be algebraically equivalent, written 
e -“f, if there exist elements x,y of A with xy = e, yx=f [5, p. 221; 
replacing x, y by exf, fye, one can suppose that x E eAf, y EfAe. Projections 
e, f in an involutive ring A are said to be *-equivalent, written e -*f, if there 
exists x E A such that xx* = e and x*x =f, when the involution of A is 
proper (aa* = 0 implies a = 0) one has x E eAf automatically [5, p. 32, 
proof of Theorem 231. 
LEMMA 2. If, e,f are idempotents of a ring A such that e waf and eAe is 
centered, then fAf is centered. 
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Proof. With the above notations, the mapping 9’: eAe+fAf defined by 
(p(eae) = y(eaep is an isomorphism of rings. If t belongs to the center offAf, 
then cp- ‘(t) = ez for suitable z in the center of A, whence t = q(ez) = y(ez)x = 
yxz =fr. I 
A Rickart *-ring is an involutive ring A such that the right annihilator 
(x}’ of each element x E A is the principal right ideal generated by a 
projection [ 1, p. 12, Definition 21. 
LEMMA 3. If A is a Rickart *-ring such that fAf is centered for every 
projection f E A, then A is a compressible ring. 
Proof: If e E A is idempotent, then eA = { 1 - e)r =fA for a suitable 
projection $ One has e wa f [5, p. 21, Theorem 141. {Indeed, since 
A (1 - e) = (eA)’ = (JA)’ = A (1 -f ), one has also 1 - e wa 1 -f, therefore e 
and f are similar [5, p. 24, Exercise 41.) By hypothesis, fAf is centered, 
therefore so is eAe (Lemma 2). 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Every A W-algebra is compressible. 
Proof It is a classical result of U. Sasaki that an A IF-algebra satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 3 [l, p. 37, Corollary 21 (because, by spectral 
theory, an A p-algebra is the closed linear span of its projections). 1 
A result of Jeremy [3, Lemme 0.21 falls in this circle of ideas; we give 
here a new proof: 
PROPOSITION 5 (Jeremy). Every regular, right self-injective ring is 
compressible. 
Proof Let A be such a ring, e E A idempotent, u = C(e) the central cover 
of e (the smallest central idempotent u such that ue = e [2, p. 1301). Then 
eAe = e(wl)e and eZ(A) = euZ(A) = eZ(uA); dropping down to uA, we can 
suppose that C(e) = 1. Then the left annihilator of Ae is 0 [5, p. 15, 
Theorem 131, so there exists an isomorphism of rings (p: A + End,,(Ae), 
where Ae is regarded as a right eAe-module in the natural way, and, for 
a E A, cp(a) is left multiplication by a [2, p. 98, Proposition 9.81. 
Let t E Z(eAe). Define a: Ae --) Ae by a(ae) = (ae)t. Since t is in the center 
of eAe, a is right eAe-linear; moreover, being a right multiplication, a 
commutes with every left multiplication, therefore a belongs to the center of 
End&Ae). Then the element z = q-‘(a) belongs to the center of A, and 
t = et = a(e) = (p(z))(e) = ze. I 
COROLLARY 6. Every right continuous regular ring is compressible. 
Proof: Such a ring A can be written A = B X C with B abelian and C 
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right self-injective 12, p. 169, Theorem 13.171; B is trivially compressible, 
and C is compressible by Proposition 5. 1 
COROLLARY 7. Every regular Baer *-ring is compressible. 
Proof Such a ring is continuous (both left and right) by a theorem of 
Kaplansky ([4, Theorem 31 or [5, p. 117, Theorem 691); quote 
Corollary 6. I 
A *-ring is said to have generalized comparability (GC) if for every pair 
of projections e,f, there exist a central projection u and projections g, h such 
that ue-* g<ufand (1 -u)f- * h < (1 - U) e [ 1, p. 77, Definition 11. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A be a Baer *-ring of type III with GC, such that 
every orthogonal family of nonzero projections in A is countable. Then A is 
compressible. 
Proof Let e E A be a projection, u = C(e) its central cover; the 
hypotheses on A imply that em* u [l, p. 131, Exercise 91. Since UA is 
centered so is eAe (Lemma 2), thus A is compressible by Lemma 3. 1 
A *-ring A is said to be finite (or a-finite) if xx* = 1 implies x*x = 1. If A 
is a finite Baer *-ring with GC, we write D = D, for the dimension function 
defined on the projection lattice of A, taking values in the set g,(Z) of 
continuous real-valued functions c on X with 0 < c < 1, X being the Stone 
representation space of the complete Boolean algebra of central projections 
ofA 11, p. 153, Definition 1 and p. 181, Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A be a Baer *-ring of type II, with GC. Suppose A 
contains a projection e such that (i) eAe is compressible, and (ii) the 
dimension D(e) is nowhere 0. Then A is compressible. 
Proof Since Z is compact, D(e) > al for some E > 0. Let n be a 
positive integer with 2-” < E and choose a projection f with D(f) = 2-“1 
[cf. 1, p. 173, proof of Lemma 21; since D(f) < D(e), one has f m* e’ for a 
projection e’ < e [ 1, p. 160, Proposition 11. Since eAe is compressible, so is 
its corner e’Ae’ = e’(eAe) e’, therefore so is the isomorphic ring fAJ One can 
identify A with the *-ring M,dfAf) of k X k matrices (with *-transpose as 
the involution), where k = 2”; to show that A is compressible, it will suffice, 
by induction, to consider the case that n = 1. 
Changing notation, we are in the following situation: we have a Baer *- 
ring A such that B = M,(A) is a Baer *-ring of type II, with GC; we are 
assuming that A is compressible and we wish to show that B is compressible. 
Of course A is also of type II, with GC; let us write D, and D, for the 
dimension functions of A and B. The mapping z t-+ diag(z, z) is an 
isomorphism of Z(A) onto Z(B); thus if Z is the Stone space for the 
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Boolean algebra of central projections of A, one can regard both D, and D, 
as taking values in 55?,(X). Since A and B are of type II,, the ranges of D, 
and D, exhaust %Yi(%) [ 1, p. 182, Theorem 31. 
For projections g E A, write g = diag( g, g) E B. Evidently g +-+ D,(g) is a 
dimension function for A, so it must coincide with D, [ 1, p. 180, 
Proposition 11; thus DA(g) = DB( 2) for all projections g EA. 
Let fE B be a projection; it will suffice by Lemma 3 to show that fBf is 
centered. Since D,(f) E @Y,(%), there exists a projection g E A such that 
DA(g) = D,(f), that is, D,( 2) = DB(f); then Em* f [ 1, p. 160, 
Proposition 11, so it will suffice by Lemma 2 to show that gBg is centered. 
Clearly gB# = M,(gAg), so its center consists of the matrices diag(t, t), 
where t E Z( gAg); since A is compressible, Z( gAg) = gZ(A) = gZ(A ) g, thus 
the center of gBg is the set of matrices diag(gz, gz) = g diag(z, z) with 
z E Z(A), in other words the set gZ(B). 1 
EXAMPLE 10 (E. P. Armendariz). There exists a *-regular ring that is 
not compressible. 
ProoJ Let H be an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, 
B = B(H) the *-algebra of all bounded linear operators on H, F the ideal of 
operators of finite rank. Let IK be a subfield of the complex field C that is 
closed under complex conjugation, and let A = F + IKl be the set of all 
operators x = I1 + a with ,J E IK and a E F (1 being the identity operator of 
H); A is a *-subring of B. Since F and A/F z IK are regular, A is regular [2, 
p. 2, Lemma 1.31; the involution of A is proper (because that of B is), 
therefore A is *-regular hence is a Rickart *-ring [ 1, p. 229, Proposition 31. 
The projections of A are the projections e, 1 -e, where e runs over all 
projections of finite rank. If x E A then LP(x) (and RP(x)) is the same 
whether computed in A or in the Baer *-ring B. {Proof: If e E A is the 
projection such that XA = eA, then x and e are right multiples of each other, 
hence they have the same left annihilator in B, whence e is the left projection 
of x as calculated in B.} The center of A is IKl (because the commutant of F 
in B is Cl, and FnCl =O). 
Let e E F be the projection of H onto one of its one-dimensional 
subspaces. Then eBe = Ce, therefore eFe = Ce,whence eAe = @e + IKe = Ce, 
whereas eZ(A) = IKe; so if IK is a proper subfield of C then A is not 
compressible. I am indebted to my colleague Efraim Armendariz for this 
example, and for the observation that A is (for IK # Cc) an example of a ring 
such that the center of the maximal ring of right quotients is different from 
the maximal ring of quotients of the center. {Proof: Let L = L(H) be the 
algebra of all linear mappings on H, continuous or not. If t EL, t # 0, then 
there exists a E F (of rank 1, if we like) such that ta # 0 (necessarily ta E F), 
thus L is a ring of right quotients of F hence also of A; since L is a right 
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self-injective regular ring [2, p. 11, Corollary 1.231, it follows that L is the 
maximal ring of right quotients of A. One has Z(L) = C 1, whereas 
Z(A) = IK 1 is its own maximal ring of quotients.} 1 
The ring A of Example 10 has some shortcomings, but it has a lot of 
virtues. It is useful to record them here, since each property of A erases a 
potential conjecture about compressibility: 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A = F + IK 1 be the *-regular ring of Example 10. 
Then: (1) A is unit-regular (hence directly finite); (2) A is a prime ring; (3) 
A has comparability of projections; (4) if e N* f in A, then 1 - e w* 1 -fin 
A; (5) every a-equivalence in A is extendible to a unitary equivalence in A; 
(6) as a subring of B = B(H), A contains left and right inverses; (7) A is a 
symmetric *-ring vor every x E A, 1 + x*x is invertible in A). 
Suppose, in addition, that the field IK contains the square roots of its 
positive elements. Then: (8) A contains square roots of its positive elements; 
(9) A has polar decomposition; (10) LP(x) N* RP(x) for all x E A; (11) if 
e, f are projections of A such that e Na f in A, then e m* f in A; (12) for 
projections e, f of A, e w* f in A if and only if e, f are perspective in A. 
ProoJ (2) If x, y E A with xAy= 0, then xFy= 0, whence x= 0 or 
y = 0. 
(6) Suppose x E A, y E B and xy = 1; we are to show that y EA. 
Evidently x G? F, so x = Al + a with a E F, A E IK, ,4 # 0; replacing x by 
J-lx, and y by Ay, we can suppose x= 1 +a, aEF. Set b=y- 1; then 
1 =xy=(l +a)(1 +b), whence b=-a(1 +b)EFBcF, thus 
y = 1 + b E A. {Incidentally, A contains two-sided inverses as a subring of 
the ring L(H) of all linear mappings; for, if t E B is bijective then t-’ E B by 
the open mapping theorem.} 
(7) If x E A then 1 + x*x is invertible in B, therefore (1 + x*x)-’ E A 
by (6). 
(3) As a preliminary to proving comparability, we show that if e,f are 
projections of finite rank, then any *-equivalence e -*f is extendible to a 
unitary equivalence in A. Let g = e Uf E F, extend the given isometric linear 
mapping of e(H) onto f(H) to a unitary operator in the finite-dimensional 
space g(H), then extend further to a unitary operator u on H by prescribing 
u = 1 on the orthogonal complement of g(H). From u(e(H)) =f (H) one 
infers that ueu* =f: Since u - 1 vanishes on (g(H))‘, one has 
(u- l)(l -g)=O, whence u-l=(u-l)gEBFcF, thus u=l+ 
(u- 1)EA. 
Now suppose e,f are any two projections of A; we are to show that either 
e is *-equivalent in A to a subprojection off (concisely, e s* f in A), or the 
other way around. There are four cases. If e and f both have finite rank, say 
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rank(e) < rank(J), there exists w  E B with ww* = e and w*w <f, then 
wEeBEFBcFcA,sowimplementse;S*finA.Ifeand1-fhavefinite 
rank, then f has infinite rank and one argues similarly that e s* f in A. If 
1 - e and f have finite rank, then f s* e in A by the preceding case. Finally, 
suppose 1 - e and 1 -f have finite rank, say rank( 1 - e) & rank( 1 -f ). By 
the first case, one has 1 - e m* f’ in A for a suitable projection f’ < 1 -f 
(and f’ E F). By the preliminary remark, there exists a unitary u E A such 
that ~(1 -e) U* =f’, thus 1 -ueu* =f’< 1 -f, so f<ueu*, u*fu<e; 
setting e’ = u*fu, we thus have f w* e’ < e in A. 
(1) We know that the *-regular ring A has comparability; to show 
that A is unit-regular (x E A implies x = xyx with y an invertible element of 
A), it will suffice to show that it is directly finite [2, p. 86, Theorem 8.121. 
Suppose x, y E A with xy = 1; we are to show that yx = 1. Obviously x $ F, 
y~F;sayx=Il+a,y=~l+bwitha,binFand~,~inIKnonzero.The 
equation xy = 1 leads to 5 = 1 and ,ua + lb + ab = 0, that is, pa + p-lb + 
@a)@-‘b) = 0. Changing notation, we are in the following situation: 
a + b + ab = 0, where a, b E F, and we wish to show that a + b + ba = 0. 
Let K c H be the finite-dimensional subspace 
K = a(H) + a*(H) + b(H) + b*(H). 
Evidently K is invariant under a and b. Moreover, K 2 a*(H), so 
K’ c (a*(H))’ = Ker(a), similarly K’ c Ker(b), thus a and b vanish on K’. 
To show that a + b + ba = 0, it will therefore suffice to show that it vanishes 
on K. From a + b + ab = 0 on K we have (1 + a)( 1 + b) = 1 on K; since the 
endomorphism ring of the finite-dimensional space K is directly finite, we 
inferthat(l+b)(l+a)=lonK,whencea+b+ba=OonK. 
(4) If e w* f in A, then 1 -em* I - f in A by comparability and 
finiteness [l, p. 105, Proposition 4(ii))]. 
(5) Suppose e w*f via the partial isometry w  E A. By (4), 
1 - e N* 1 -f via a partial isometry u E A. Then u = w  t v is a unitary that 
transforms e into f, with ue = w. 
For the rest of the proof, assume that IK contains the square roots of its 
positive elements. 
(8) Suppose r E A, r > 0 (as an element of B). Let s = ry2 be the 
positive square root of r in B; we are to show that s EA. If r E F this is 
clear. Assuming r G? F, we have r = al t a with a E F. a E IK, a # 0. Since r 
is self-adjoint, it follows (from F n IKl = 0) that a is real and a is self- 
adjoint. Let a, ,..., a,, be the distinct nonzero eigenvalues of a (caution: these 
need not belong to IK); by spectral theory (basically, for Hermitian matrices) 
one has a = ale, t ... t anen, where e,,..., e, are orthogonal, nonzero 
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projections of finite rank. Setting e = e, + . . . + e, E F, we have 1 - e E A, 
and 
r=a(l-e)+ae+a 
Since r > 0 we have 0 < r(1 - e) = a(1 - e), whence a > 0; and 0 < rei = 
(a + ai) ei shows that a t ai > 0. Then 
s = r”* = a”*(1 -e) t (a t al)“’ e, + Tee t (a t an)“* e,, 
where a”*(1 - e) E A (because 1 - e E A and a”* E IK) and 
(a t a,)l” e, + ~~~t(ataJV2e,EFcA,whencesEA. 
(9), (10) Let x E A and let r = (x*x)“*; by (8), r E A. Setf= RP(x) = 
RP(x*x) = RP(r*) = RP(r); as noted in Example 10, f E A, thus *-regularity 
yields Ax = Af= Ar. It follows that there exists a unique partial isometry 
wE A such that x= wr, ww* = LP(x) and w*w= RP(x) [ 1, p. 133, 
Proposition 31 (and, moreover, r = w*x). {We remark that since r belongs to 
the bicommutant of x*x in B, a fortiori it belongs to the bicommutant of x*x 
in A; thus A satisfies the “unique positive square root” axiom (UPSR) of [ 1, 
p. 70, Definition lo]. } 
(11) Suppose e, f are projections in A such that e -“f in A. Say 
x E eAf, y EfAi with xy = e, yx =J Evidently e = LP(x) and f = RP(x), 
thus e N* fin A by (10). (Alernatively, (11) is a consequence of symmetry 
and the existence of square roots [S, p. 35, Theorem 271.) 
(12) If e- *f in A, then e and f are perspective (have a common 
complement) by unit-regularity (2, p. 39, Corollary 4.41. On the other hand, 
(10) implies the “parallelogram law”: for any projections e, g in A, one has 
e-eAg-* e Ug -g in A [ 1, p. 63, Proposition 21; thus if e, f are 
perspective in A, say with common complement g, then e N* 1 - g ,* f in A 
15, pp. 119, 1201. 1 
With A as in Proposition 11, the involution of A cannot be extended to the 
maximal ring of right quotients Q of A. {For, as noted in Example 10, 
Q = L(H); since L(H) is right self-injective but not directly finite, it cannot 
be left self-injective [2, p. 105, Theorem 9.291, whence the asserted nonex- 
tendibility.} 
Numerous questions remain unanswered; here are a few. 
PROBLEM 1. If A is a compressible ring, is M,(A) compressible? {An 
affirmative answer would imply that compressibility is Morita-invariant. 
When A is a properly infinite Baer *-ring with GC, the problem evaporates: 
A is *-isomorphic to M,,(A) for every n [ 1, p. 104, Corollary]. Note, inciden- 
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tally, that if A is a ring such that M,(A) is compressible for some IZ, then A 
is compressible (it is isomorphic to a corner of the matrix ring).} 
PROBLEM 2. Is every Baer *-ring compressible? 
PROBLEM 3. Is every regular Baer ring compressible? 
PROBLEM 4. In Proposition 11, the assumption on square roots in IK is 
clearly needed for (8) and (9). Can (lo), (11) and (12) be proved without it? 
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